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The Magic City Barnes & Noble Classics
Four English children find a wonderful world of magic through an enchanted wishing ring.
The Enchanted Castle Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Relates what happens to the very last dragon in Cornwall when the local princess and her prince
decide, in a departure from tradition, to tame the dragon rather than fight him.
The Enchanted Castle, By E. Nesbit. Illustrated by Cecil Leslie Hyweb Technology Co. Ltd.
The Enchanted CastleWordsworth Editions
The Castle in the Mist Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Three children discover an old country estate during their school holidays.
When they're exploring it they come upon a mysterious young girl claiming
to be a fairy princess. She shows them the castle's treasure, including a
ring that will turn you invisible. But no one is more surprised than she
when she slips it on her finger ... and disappears! The ring is indeed
magical, and the children waste no time finding out what else it can do. A
thoughtless boy is taught a lesson by his cat; a girl sent upstairs in
disgrace is whisked to the world of her dreams; a magic telescope brings
two boys a fortune; some very sensible princes and princesses outwit wicked
fairies and usurpers ... These twelve spellbinding stories open the door to
the magic world of the imagination.

Royal Children of English History Phoemixx Classics Ebooks
The Enchanted Castle is a beautiful and complex tale, with a compelling narrative, appealing
characters, and Nesbit's masterful blend of magic and realism. The action is fast-paced and
imaginative, with a variety of episodes ranging from comic to terrifying, from adventurous to
mystical. The four youthful protagonists are well rounded and totally credible, each with
strengths and weaknesses that make them interesting. The movement of the plot from mock-
magic to real magic is subtle and persuasive

The Enchanted Castle (1907) ( Children's Fantasy Novel by Lindhardt og Ringhof
The enchanted castle of the title is a country estate in the West Country seen
through the eyes of three children, Gerald, James and Kathleen, who discover it while
exploring during the school holidays. The lake, groves and marble statues, with white
towers and turrets in the distance, make a fairy-tale setting, and then in the middle of
the maze in the rose garden they find a sleeping fairy-tale princess. The "princess"
tells them that the castle is full of magic, and they almost believe her. She shows
them the treasures of the castle, including a ring she says is a ring of invisibility, but
when it actually turns her invisible she panics and admits that she is the
housekeeper's niece, Mabel, and was just play-acting. The children soon discover
that the ring has other magical powers.
The Enchanted Castle BoD – Books on Demand
The Enchanted Castle is a children's fantasy novel by Edith Nesbit first published in
1907.
The Lark Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
The Enchanted Castle is a children's fantasy novel by Edith Nesbit first published in 1907.
The enchanted castle of the title is a country estate in the West Country seen through the
eyes of three children, Gerald, James and Kathleen, who discover it while exploring during
the school holidays. The lake, groves and marble statues, with white towers and turrets in
the distance, make a fairy-tale setting, and then in the middle of the maze in the rose garden
they find a sleeping fairy-tale princess. The "princess" tells them that the castle is full of
magic, and they almost believe her. She shows them the treasures of the castle, including a
magic ring she says is a ring of invisibility, but when it actually turns her invisible she panics
and admits that she is the housekeeper's niece, Mabel, and was just play-acting. The
children soon discover that the ring has other magical powers. The Enchanted Castle was
written for both children and adults. It combines descriptions of the imaginative play of
children, reminiscent of The Story of the Treasure Seekers, with a magic more muted than
in her major fantasies such as The Story of the Amulet.

The Enchanted Castle Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
The enchanted castle of the title is a country estate in the West Country seen
through the eyes of three children, Jerry, Jimmy, and Kathy, who discover it
while exploring during the school holidays. The lake, groves and marble
statues, with white towers and turrets in the distance, make a fairy-tale setting,
and then in the middle of the maze in the rose garden, they find a sleeping fairy-
tale princess. The "princess" tells them that the castle is full of magic, and they
almost believe her. She shows them the treasures of the castle, including a
magic ring she says is a ring of invisibility, but when it actually turns her
invisible she panics and admits that she is the housekeeper's niece, Mabel, and
was just play-acting. The children soon find that the ring has other magical
powers such as making the "Ugly-Wugglies" (Guy Fawkes style dummies they
had made to swell the audience at one of their play-performances) come to life.
They eventually discover that the ring is actually granting their own wishes,
and that the disturbing results stem from their failure to specify those wishes
precisely. The Enchanted Castle was written for both children and adults. It
combines descriptions of the imaginative play of children, reminiscent of The
Story of the Treasure Seekers, with a magic more muted than in her major
fantasies such as The Story of the Amulet.
The Enchanted Castle (1907). by Wordsworth Editions
This novel is the aquatic adventure of a lifetime. Four siblings, Francis, Mavis, Bernard, and
Kathleen set out to rescue the sister of a mermaid who is being held captive at a circus. But
who is good and who turns out evil? As always, appearances may deceive, and all is not as it
seems. Meeting many new friends and gaining access to a secret kingdom underneath the
sea, the siblings find themselves caught up in a war to save their new friends - the
merpeople. Now, the siblings must confront their loyalty to each other as they fight for the
goodness of the world. A timeless book, perfect for fans of C.S. Lewis, Bethany C. Morrow

and J.K. Rowling, or anyone looking for a little bit of magic in their lives. Born in Kennington
in 1858, Edith Nesbit wrote and co-authored over 60 beloved adventures at the beginning of
the 20th century. Among her most popular books are "The Story of the Treasure-Seekers"
(1899), "The Phoenix and the Carpet" (1904), and "The Railway Children" (1906). Many of
her works became adapted to musicals, movies, and TV shows. Along with her husband
Hubert Bland, she was among the first members of the Fabian society - a socialist debating
club. A path in London close to her home was named "Railway Children Walk" in her honor,
manifesting her legacy as one of the pioneers within the children’s fantasy genre.

The Enchanted Castle.( Is a Children's Fantasy Novel) by Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
The Enchanted Castle - Edith Nesbit - "A childrens fantasy novel first published in
1907, The Enchanted Castle recounts the marvelous adventures encountered by a
curious group of children searching to enliven their summer holiday. Written in
episodes, the novel has a different adventure in store for its young heroes in each
chapter, including vibrant statues, banquets with Greek gods, and reunited lovers.
Five Children and it Penguin UK
The Enchanted Castle is a children's fantasy novel by Edith Nesbit first published in 1907.

The Enchanted Castle Abela Publishing Ltd
“The House of Arden” is a 1908 children's novel written by English poet and
author Edith Nesbit. The story revolves around Edred and Elfrida Arden, two
children from a poor background who inherit an old, run-down castle and
attempt to track down their lost family fortunes which would enable them to
restore it to its former glory. Edith Nesbit (1858 – 1924) was an English poet
and author. She is perhaps best remembered for her children's literature,
publishing more than 60 such books under the name E. Nesbit. She was also a
political activist and co-founded the Fabian Society, which had a significant
influence on the Labour Party and British politics in general. Other notable
works by this author include: “The Prophet's Mantle” (1885), “Something
Wrong” (1886), and “The Marden Mystery” (1896). Many vintage books such
as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in mind
that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern, high-quality
edition complete with a specially-commissioned new biography of the author.
The Enchanted Castle by Edith Nesbit The Enchanted Castle
The five children find a cantankerous sand fairy or 'psammead' in a gravel pit.
Every day 'It' will grant each of them a wish that lasts until sunset, often with
disastrous consequences.
All Round the Year Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
The Enchanted Castle is a children's fantasy novel by Edith Nesbit first published in
1907.The enchanted castle of the title is a country estate in the West Country seen
through the eyes of three children, Gerald, James and Kathleen, who discover it while
exploring during the school holidays. The lake, groves and marble statues, with white
towers and turrets in the distance, make a fairy-tale setting, and then in the middle of
the maze in the rose garden they find a sleeping fairy-tale princess. The "princess"
tells them that the castle is full of magic, and they almost believe her. She shows
them the treasures of the castle, including a magic ring she says is a ring of
invisibility, but when it actually turns her invisible she panics and admits that she is
the housekeeper's niece, Mabel, and was just play-acting. The children soon discover
that the ring has other magical powers.
The Enchanted Castle (魔堡) Independently Published
Reprint of the original, first published in 1897.

The Enchanted Castle DigiCat
E. Nesbit's classic story of how Gerald, Cathy and Jimmy find an enchanted
garden and awake a princess from a hundred-year sleep, only to have her
immediately made invisible by a magic ring. Her rescue is difficult, funny and
sometimes frightening. We are delighted to publish this classic book as part of
our extensive Classic Library collection. Many of the books in our collection
have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not been accessible to
the general public. The aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid
access to this vast reservoir of literature, and our view is that this is a
significant literary work, which deserves to be brought back into print after
many decades. The contents of the vast majority of titles in the Classic Library
have been scanned from the original works. To ensure a high quality product,
each title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has
been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as
possible to ownership of the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this
wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an enriching experience.
The Enchanted Castle: Exploring the Magic of E. Nesbit Read Books Ltd
When four siblings journey to the seashore for a holiday, one of them unwittingly summons
the sister of a mermaid who is captured by a circus, and the children set out to save the
imprisoned being. After a daring midnight rescue, the children's reward is an incredible
journey beneath the waves and into the hidden kingdom of the mermaids. But they soon find
themselves in a race against time as they struggle to prevent a war and save their new
underwater companions! Here is a triumphant tale by one of the finest storytellers to ever
write for children, and a pioneer of fantasy literature for this age group.
The Enchanted Castle BoD – Books on Demand
In the tradition of Edward Eager and E.L. Konigsburg, a novel about the excitement—and the
dangers—of wishing. Tess and her brother, Max, are sent for the summer to their aunt’s
sleepy village in the English countryside, where excitement is as rare as a good wifi signal.
So when Tess stumbles upon an old brass key that unlocks an ornately carved gate, attached
to a strangely invisible wall, she jumps at the chance for adventure. And the world beyond
the gate doesn’t disappoint. She finds rose gardens, a maze made of hedges, and a boy
named William who is just as lonely as she is. But at William’s castle, strange things begin to
happen. Carnival games are paid for in wishes, dreams seem to come alive, and then there's
William's eerie warning: Beware of the hawthorn trees. A warning that chills Tess to the
bone. In a magical, fantasy world that blurs the line between reality and imagination, readers
are left to wonder exactly what they’d wish for if wishes could come true. Perfect for fans
of Half Magic and The Secret Garden—and for anyone who's ever wondered if magic is real.
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For the further adventures of Tess and Max, be sure to check out Amy Ephron's Carnival
Magic! Praise for The Castle in the Mist: “Bursting with imagination and warmth, Amy
Ephron’s first novel for young people is a magical book in all ways.”—Holly Goldberg Sloan,
New York Times bestselling author of Counting by 7s "This beautiful story’s quiet, peaceful
tone nicely evokes both the serenity of country life and the haunting magic of the castle, and
the emotional heft of Tess and Max’s separation from their parents, as well as their strong
bond, keeps the tale firmly grounded in reality. Perfect for middle-graders who love classic
fantasy."—Booklist "Rich description of the castle along with an elaborate map at the book's
beginning and an illustration at the end enhance the fantasy world....A sequel is suggested;
beguiled readers will hope it happens."—Kirkus Reviews "There are scenes...that are
transcendent in their beautiful, ethereal descriptions [in this] uplifting novel about family and
connection."—BCCB "A slightly darker, updated take on magical realism classics such as
Edward Eager’s Half Magic and E. Nesbit’s The Enchanted Castle."—School Library Journal
"A near-perfect 9....This book defies gravity because it’s hard to put down!"—Time for Kids,
kid reporter "Ephron renders this magical world with such assertive beauty that readers of
all ages, who are fortunate enough to believe in the power of magic, will enjoy immersing
themselves in the roller-coaster fun of these stories, and come to trust, even if for a short
time, that in this 'alternate universe' it is possible for us to come together and 'touch the
sky.'"—Jewish Journal

Wet Magic Blurb
The Enchanted Castle is a children's fantasy novel by Edith Nesbit first published in
1907.
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